
media network & internet access
This document explains the design 
principles behind the Sohonet Media 
Network, how it provides enhanced ISP 
services, and provides a single fully 
integrated connectivity solution. 
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The Sohonet Media Platform

The Sohonet Media Platform is a suite of tools designed specifically for the Media Industry, who 
are increasingly reliant upon network services to manage digital delivery, ingest, storage and 
data processing. At the heart of the Platform is the Sohonet Media Network (SMN) – a dedicated 
global fiber network supplying connectivity to all the major Production centers worldwide, 
ensuring a seamless workflow from content creation to delivery, for Advertising, TV, Film and 
interactive entertainment platforms. The SMN offers many benefits to its users, providing 
continued support to its customers as their business needs grow. 

The Sohonet Media Network (SMN) was formed from within the post-production community back 
in 1995 by a group of chief engineers, system administrators and CTOs within Soho, London, to 
provide a solution to the problem of interconnectivity between post-production facilities, and to 
help those facilities work together to compete within the UK and globally.

Since this time, the Network has expanded globally and in recent years has become the 
backbone to an increasing range of services which leverage the SMN’s reliability, speed and 
security including flexible off-site Storage, File Transfer applications and access to third party 
cloud compute services such as Amazon Web Services. More information on these services can 
be found on the Sohonet website. 
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The Sohonet Media Network (SMN) is Sohonet’s core product. The SMN is a worldwide 
Ethernet/IP network that runs over Sohonet’s privately managed network infrastructure 
along with its other network products including MPLS, Ethernet and Wavelength 
services.
The SMN works as a community of interest network, enabling all its members to 
predictably control the distribution of data delivery between customer sites in a way 
that would otherwise only be achievable by building a dedicated network between 
the locations for the project or requirement. The SMN provides a more cost-effective 
and flexible alternative to this, becoming increasingly valuable to its clients as more 
members join.  
As a party interested, bidding or already part of the community that the Sohonet 
customer base represents, SMN offers a low risk and cost-effective solution; Clients 
can take one connection to SMN and get fast reliable connectivity to a range of 
potential suppliers, clients and collaborators as required. In this way the SMN can 
benefit everyone involved in the media content supply chain.

The simple answer to this question is “nothing”. The SMN uses open standards as 
much as possible; it is an IP (Internet Protocol) over Ethernet network, which means 
that no proprietary systems need to be designed or deployed to use the network. The 
SMN operates in the same way as the Internet, allowing any network-enabled device 
to access the SMN. As such, the SMN sits seamlessly into the wider connected world, 
providing users with a consistent experience in which many aren’t even aware they are 
using it:  The SMN ‘just works’.   

It uses globally unique public IP addresses from the Internet Assigned Numbers 
Authority (IANA) enabling exactly the same principles to be used when connecting 
to another SMN site as connecting via the Internet. The use of standard IP addresses 
allows the SMN to connect seamlessly to the rest of the Internet and avoids the 
complexity of introducing some alternate system for IP addressing.   Note: the SMN 
does not use private (RFC1918) IP addresses. As such clients do not need to re-
number existing networks in order to integrate with SMN.

The hand-off point of SMN services at a client site are served over fiber or copper 
Ethernet. When clients join the network they are allocated unique IP addresses 
assigned by Sohonet, or in the case of a larger organization they may prefer to 
announce their own unique addresses via BGP. This allows clients to access each 
other securely yet easily using standard IP protocols and the SMN to easily integrate 
into any existing file based workflows - including those running over the Internet or on 
private corporate networks. 

What is the Sohonet Media Network?

What do I need to use the Sohonet Media Network?

?
Media Network
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Consistent Provision
Traffic between any two SMN connected 
sites stays on SMN. This is not necessarily 
the case with two Internet connections even 
if from the same ISP.  The construction of the 
Internet means that there are many changeable 
interconnections between the various providers 
that can affect performance and throughput. By 
keeping all SMN traffic within the SMN it means 
that the traffic path is completely controlled and 
monitored by Sohonet routers, which in addition 
to better and stable performance provides a 
higher level of security and control, and reduces 
the risk from traffic “snooping”.   It also allows 
Sohonet to investigate any throughput issues 
quickly and efficiently, minimizing any need to 
fault-find with third party suppliers.

No Packet Preference
All packets are treated equally, with no 
preferential treatment for traffic from certain 
providers. This includes no throttling of certain 
types of traffic such as UDP.

High Quality
The SMN is a high quality IP network. Sohonet 
does not over-subscribe its network, which 

How does it work?
SMN is simply a layer 3 network, it sends data from source to destination. 
It is protocol agnostic so it doesn’t define a method of media transfer, or 
furthermore, a particular workflow. Clients can use any software they wish 
including standard tools like FTP, SFTP, RSYNC, SCP and HTTPS, or enterprise 
software such as Signiant, Aspera and Sohonet’s own File Transfer application, 
FileRunner. They can use it as they would the Internet or any other Ethernet/IP 
network and the benefits are transparent. Whilst The Sohonet Media Platform 
includes a storage offering alongside the SMN, such as Sohonet Media Storage 
(SMS), SMN doesn’t define a method of storing data and therefore offers clients 
the same flexibility for storage choice as it does transfer protocols.

Consistent & High Speeds
Transfer speeds over the Sohonet Media Network 
are ensured. This is in contrast to the Internet, 
which is designed to ensure that large amounts 
of small traffic flows can get from content 
providers (Netflix, YouTube, Facebook etc.) to 
end users. This makes the Internet great for web 
browsing, email and small ad hoc transfers that 
aren’t time critical, but the design principle is 
“best effort”, and is not optimized for users to 
transfer directly between each other at consistent 
speeds.

Sohonet clients move large amounts of time-
sensitive data between locations, and as a result 
SMN has been designed so that all customers 
can exchange content with each other without 
contention – giving faster and predictable 
transfers. 

Sohonet’s mantra is simple - send data and it will 
be delivered.

 Up to 10Gbit/s is available in all areas, and 
greater bandwidths are available on request. 
Sohonet do not generally provide connections for 
the SMN at less than 100Mbit/s (although Internet 
bandwidths can be supplied at lower levels).

 R FTP

 R SFTP

 R RSYNC

 R SCP

 R HTTPS

SMN: Key Features
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would cause contention and packet loss. 
The network is designed precisely for the 
target market, with low latency and, more 
importantly, steady latency with predictable 
paths. Packet loss is also expected to be 
effectively zero. Network segments are 
obtained at the lowest economical layer, with 
a preference for dark fiber and, following that, 
wavelengths, which are more typical on longer 
paths and backbone segments. These design 
briefs become critical in ensuring fast, high 
bandwidth transfers over very long distances, 
and high quality streaming applications for 
review and remote grading applications. They 
also allow Sohonet to perform upgrades and 
bandwidth increases quickly and efficiently.

Increased Security
As much as possible, SMN is implemented 
over infrastructure for which Sohonet have 
complete control. The first preference for 
network segments is dark fiber links with 
terminations supplied by Sohonet. All IP routing 
within the SMN is performed on devices solely 
configured and solely controlled by Sohonet 
staff.

Perimeter security, such as firewalls, 
can be provided either by Sohonet or by 
clients themselves, according to individual 
preference. Sohonet insist upon the provision 
of adequate security, and in support of that 
offer an extensive range of Firewall and other 
security products.  Sohonet actively monitor 
the network and will take immediate action if it 
is believed any client has suffered a security 
breach.

Data transferred over SMN as standard is not 
encrypted, rather Sohonet offer a range of 
products that deal with encryption to further 
protect data in transit, or clients can implement 
their own. SMN as a whole is not encrypted 

for a few reasons. Encryption introduces 
significant cost into the network (to a non viable 
level). Most modern data transfer methods, 
including Sohonet FileRunner, already encrypt 
data, which is often a better choice. Not all 
client policies allow for 3rd party encryption. 
In addition, as many client workflows include 
usage of both SMN and Internet, encryption 
at the network level would leave data un-
encrypted and exposed when traversing the 
Internet.

Increased Control and Monitoring
The SMN is controlled and managed by a 
very secure separate network from the client 
network that is completely private and carries 
only management traffic. All traffic over this 
network is encrypted using IPSEC VPN’s 
and access to it is very tightly controlled and 
monitored. This network is highly redundant 
and not dependent on SMN, even if large parts 
of it should become inoperable, it is extremely 
difficult to disrupt the visibility of any part of 
SMN. Client access devices have RFC2544 
testing built in, meaning that it is possible 
to test performance from demarcation to 
demarcation without deploying engineers.

Fixed Charges
Fixed monthly fees for Sohonet services 
include all bandwidth and data charges and 
are charged as a  Committed Information Rate 
(based on the bandwidth provided) and never 
95th Percentile billing (an often complicated 
and unpredictable model favored by tel-cos). 
This provides consistent billing for customers 
to budget accordingly without any unexpected 
monthly charges that other billing models may 
provide. There are no usage caps at all on the 
Sohonet Platform: high usage is encouraged 
as that is what the network is built for!
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Integrating SMN & the Internet
Using globally unique public IP addresses from 
the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), 
means that Sohonet can peer with other networks 
in the same way that all ISP’s peer with each other, 
and means that client assigned IP addresses can 
be announced to the rest of the Internet.

Sohonet provides connectivity to the public 
Internet on a flexible basis, allowing clients 
to control bandwidth (and therefore costs) as 
needed. Clients can choose to have anything from 
no Internet bandwidth to the full speed of their 
Sohonet connection.

Internet is not provisioned directly to a client on 
a separate port, rather traffic that is destined to 
or from the Internet is routed through SMN to 
the client via the Internet gateways. Internet is 
provisioned as a portion of SMN port speed. For 
example, if a client has a 1Gbit/s SMN connection 
with 200Mbit/s of Internet and they are currently 
using 50Mbit/s of Internet, 950Mbit/s will be 
available for SMN traffic. Conversely, Internet 
connectivity will be capped at 200Mbit/s ensuring 
that they always have at least 800Mbit/s of SMN. 

Internet bandwidth speeds are not fixed and can 
easily be burst up to your full SMN port speed 
within 30 minutes of a request by phone. This 
gives customers the flexibility to provision resource 
on a project by project basis and only pay for extra 
bandwidth when its needed.

Internet Access

Example of an SMN connection at 1Gbit/s with a commited 200Mbit/s of Internet 

www

SMN Usage 
(up to 1Gbit/s) 

Internet Usage
(between 0-200Mbit/s)

Felxible Internet cap
(set at 200Mbit/s)
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No Packet Preference
As with SMN, All packets are treated equally, 
with no preferential treatment for traffic from 
certain providers. This includes no throttling of 
certain types of traffic such as UDP.

High Quality
Built upon the stable foundation of the SMN, 
Sohonet Internet provision benefits from the high 
quality of all Sohonet’s network services. 
Meeting Internet suppliers at peering 
exchanges, Sohonet buy upstream transit from 
tier 1 networks in London, NY, LA, Sydney 
and Auckland. Many ISPs have very politically 
and commercially defined relationships with 
each other that do not take into account their 
individual customers needs. When selecting 
transit connections Sohonet consider what is 
right for their customer base to give them the 
best blend of Internet connectivity so that it is 
optimized specifically for their needs. 

High Speed
Sohonet can provide Internet provision of up to 
10Gbit/s, although clients requiring more than 
500Mb/s are encouraged to discuss needs with 
the Sohonet team. Often it is more cost effective 
to provide a direct SMN connection to your 
major clients or suppliers which can be cheaper 
than over-provisioning Internet bandwidth 
and removes the requirement for network 
acceleration devices which are often required to 
produce the same efficiency and performance 
as SMN when using the Internet to transfer large 
and time-critical data.

Increased Security
Sohonet purchases transit directly from high 
quality networks and peers with many large 
providers, reducing the number of “hops” 

between customers and their destinations. This 
improves quality and reduces the risk of attacks 
whilst in transit.

Fixed Charges
As with all Sohonet Network services, Internet is 
priced dependent on the Committed Information 
Rate (CIR) and not  95th Percentile billing, or 
per GB data transferred, providing a stable 
fixed cost which can be incorporated into your 
monthly expenditure and managed in advance.

Flexibility
Sohonet offers the ability to burst bandwidth  for 
periods of 24 hours or longer. 

Diversity
Sohonet connects to multiple tier 1 Internet 
providers in different core nodes on the 
network. This means there are no single points 
of failure in the network, and less chance of an 
Internet outage if a  provider should suffer a 
failure or DoS attack.

Sohonet Internet: Key Features

media network
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Figure 1 – SMN Network Map

Where can I get SMN?
The SMN is an international network with an expansive global reach. The map below (see Figure 
1) shows Sohonet’s existing active network and it is in these areas that Sohonet’s pricing is most 
competitive. However, connectivity is available in other locations globally and Sohonet will always look 
at options to expand the network, particularly if requirements are part of a larger package including 

multiple regions. 

Network Infrastructure
The Sohonet network is built upon a number of Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) as illustrated in 
Figure 1. Within these areas there are no bandwidth constraints, all clients are able to use their full line 
speed to any other client. Between MANs all clients are offered the option of guaranteed bandwidth on 
a fixed or on demand basis. These options will vary according to the client requirements and cities to be 
connected.   

In addition Sohonet offers a “freeway” service for occasional use between major cities such as LA and 
London.  This provides the potential for very high-speed connectivity for intermittent users, great for 
building a business case, Proof of Concepts, or the key project that relies upon speed of delivery.  

Diversity
The SMN backbone network is highly diverse: traffic can re-route around fiber breaks and equipment 
failures including power outages. Clients can choose to extend a level of diversity to their premises 
by diversifying fiber routes and providing hardware redundancy. Diversity and business continuity is 
always an interactive consultative process where Sohonet can provide guidance on how to apply an 
appropriate level of diversity to meet a client’s business objectives.
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Diverse fiber paths to the same POP
In this case, the fiber from the client premises 
takes two separate paths back to the termination 
equipment at the Sohonet Point of Presence 
(POP). This protects against fiber breaks due to 
highway construction, natural occurrences or 
operational error where, after consultation, a client 
believes that this risk needs to be mitigated. 

Automatic fail-over is optical, using one set of 
termination equipment at a client’s facility, so 
there is no hardware redundancy in this option. 

Diverse fiber paths to different POP’s
In this case, the fiber from the client premises 
takes two separate paths back to different 
Sohonet POPs. As well as protecting against 
fiber breaks, this option has the added benefit 
of mitigating planned and unplanned outages 
associated with a single Sohonet POP.

Automatic fail-over is handled at the network level 
therefore there is a further option of hardware 
redundancy. 

In both these options, the possibility of damage 
to fiber within and as it leaves a client premises 
can be mitigated by the provision of an additional 
building entry.

Support
Service and Principles
Sohonet’s services are designed specifically for the Media Industry and its staff are inherently aware 
of its peculiar demands and pressures throughout the content creation and delivery life-cycle. As 
such the Support process is designed to ensure that triage is minimized and all support calls are 
dealt with by a fully experienced engineer, who can address 90% or more of issues raised without 
further escalation. Most calls to our support team are associated with throughput and/or firewalling or 
compatibility issues, rather than lack of service, and our support team are trained to deal with these in 
an understanding and appreciative manner. 

Customer

POP 1

Customer

POP 1

POP 2
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24/7/365 
Sohonet have a distributed NOC with trained engineers around the 
world available 24/7/365 to deal with any issues, however large 
or small.  Local contact numbers are provided in each region, but 
calls may be answered by any of our offices depending on the 
time of day and volume of calls. On rare occasions calls may be 
taken by a call center, who will take details and will arrange for 
an engineer to call you back. In most cases the on-call engineers 
have already been alerted to a problem by alarms and are busy 
working on a solution.

SLA
Sohonet has an SLA available on request. 

Contact process – Sohonet Hub
As part of your installation you will be provided with access to 
the Sohonet Hub, where contact details for your own emergency 
contacts should be made.  For example, these details will be used 
for us to confirm a power failure at premises - which will trigger our 
alarms.

For all urgent support issues, clients should call their local Sohonet 
Support team. This ensures that issues are dealt with immediately. 
For less urgent issues, email can be used to raise a support ticket 
which will enter our support queues and be dealt with in order.  
 
 
 

For more information on 
Sohonet’s Products and 
Services please contact 
your nearest Sohonet Office: 

UK:   +44 20 7292 6900

USA:   +1 310 449-8600

Ausralia: +61 2 9925 4389

sales@sohonet.com
www.sohonet.com


